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Thank you for your comments on the Proposed Draft Regulations 
Addressing Hydraulic Fracturing and Additional Clarifying Amendments. 
Your comments have been received.  
 
Name: B. Arrindell 
Address: P.O.Box 147 
City: Milanville 
State: Pennsylvania 
ZIP: 18443 
Email: dcs@DamascusCitizens.org  
Submitted By: Damascus Citizens for Sustainability 
Proposed Draft Regulations Addressing Hydraulic Fracturing and Additional 
Clarifying Amendments 

I am asking the DRBC to note the material from DCS's September, 2013 
presentation to the DRBC at this link: 
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/85sf163ufql57iy/AABklVH2yH3kVoHl9xDsBG
dza?dl=0 

It includes ten 5 minute statements and references to back up these 
statements and some additional documentation - all are unfortunately still 
relevant and important.  

Water damage, human and environmental health damage are occurring 
from drilling elsewhere - especially, or maybe because of the exemptions 
from liability the industry holds (see attached in part two of this comment - 

'Loopholes' Sheet). As the DRBC, itself stated, "The Commission 
proposes to prohibit high volume hydraulic fracturing within the basin to 
effectuate the comprehensive plan for the immediate and long term 
development and use of the water resources of the basin, and to conserve, 
preserve and protect the quality and quantity of the basin's water resources 

for uses in accordance with the comprehensive plan."   I want to stress 
that NO gas or oil drilling should be allowed in the Delaware Basin in order 
to fulfill that protective plan. The proposed prohibition of high volume 



hydraulic fracturing is good and should be adopted, but additionally all - 
even low volume and/or vertical wells should also be prohibited. 

No wastes should be imported into the Basin since there is too much 
possibility for accidents, illegal dumping, human error...and serious 
contamination will result as it has everywhere movement of these wastes is 
allowed. ALSO no Delaware River Basin clean water should be exported 
for fracking elsewhere. 

There are two parts to this comment. This is part 1 of 2 The attachments 
are most of the 5 minute presentations, references for the first eight 
presenters and additional information containing leaked EPA Dimock 
powerpoint, two biodiversity papers by Kiviat, the New Solutions Journal 
issue on fracking impacts and Vidic's journal article on frack waste and the 
damage it can do. 

The earthquake, insurance - Mortgage, and health details are in the other 
attachment. 

 
 
Attachment(s): 
5 minutes testimonies.pdf 
Refs Zimmerman BMoorhead Masuo Arrindell.pdf 
ADDITIONAL information.pdf 
Ingraffea - moorhead.pdf 
LevineEARTHQUAKES Robinson-Radow Dyrszk.pdf 


